
Leather Satchel and Messenger Bags by Michael Kors
 

Leather Satchel Bags are the perfect companion for anyone who enjoys a high-powered

career. Whether you're hitting the club scene or corporate events, a leather Satchel Bag can

help you look sharp and put your best foot forward. Michael Kors offers many beautiful

designs to choose from, so finding one that suits your sense of style should be easy. From

small, medium and large bags, you're sure to find something that goes with just about

everything you own. 

 

Leather Satchel Bags offer a sophisticated flair, but with enough panache to stand out and

shine. Smaller, medium and large satchel bags in various colors are all the rage on the

runway these days. You can also find a variety of designer wallets, purses and totes that use

genuine leather. A good example is the Sherpa Satchel. These popular bags have a medium

exterior with pebbled seams and a large interior to hold all your daily necessities. Look for a

medium brown leather that has some fine detailing and modern touches like a zipper pull or a

magnetic closure. 

 

Another great choice in the designer satchel realm is the Figawi. This bag is large and

luxurious, perfect for a date or a business meeting. It features a front flap and zippered

interior with several different compartments and ID holders. It has a fold-over shoulder strap

and is made of top grain cowhide leather. This handbag makes a bold fashion statement, just

like the women who wear it! 

 

If you're looking for a spacious bag, consider the Fendi Clutch. The medium shoulder bag

handbag is stylish, elegant and made from fine Italian calfskin. This bag is perfect for a day

out on the town and offers plenty of space to stow your everyday essentials. Top brands with

Bagtip It has a unique double zipper closure and an adjustable shoulder pad. 

 

If you're going to a formal event in a glamorous outfit, look for the exclusive Fendi Jet Set.

This handbag sports a very subtle beige leatherette and features a black satin zipper closure

and silver sequins on the hardware. The bag features a large mirror that stretches out fully

along the base of the bag. It's great for carrying around as well as looking at and of course,

using! 

 

A wonderful and unique choice in the designer satchel bag world are Michael Kors bags.

These beautiful bags feature handbags that are very attractive and very chic. One of the

most popular among fans of the designer brand is the classic pebbled brown leather wallet.

It's available in either silver or gold and is a large enough size to hold all of your daily

essentials. It also has a comfortable silver chain with a gold accent. It can easily be carried

around town or worn as a key chain. 

 

The most exciting and latest designer to hit the markets is none other than MiMo. This brand

offers leather and stainless steel designer handbags in a variety of bright colors. The famous

MiMo purse includes a very attractive pink strap and has a very nice large window that shows
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off its details. The bag also comes with a matching brown leather backpack and leather and

stainless steel key ring. The bag is very pretty and stylish and perfect for any woman who

wants a little extra flare! 

 

 

Another choice for anyone who is looking for a new leather tote or purse is the Fendi Canyon

Vista. This large hobo bag is sure to give any woman in your life a great feeling. It has a very

attractive pink handle and has a very large and gorgeous looking mirror and sequins. It is

sure to make anyone feel great when they are carrying it around! This bag will definitely fit

the bill if you are looking for a large, fashionable bag to carry around with you. 


